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Our territorial claims and solutions

Dear micronations,
today is an important day for us as we want to talk about something very crucial for every 
micronation, a territory. The land you have to lay your claim on when you present yourself 
as a serious and a sovereign state. Every micronation approach this topic differently, some 
claim their own property, others lay claim on a public piece of land of their original 
macronation, or maybe on a part of a disputed and yet unclaimed international territory. Or 
maybe they choose just a rock. There are many ways how to do this. But which one is ours?

Currently we claim just a small piece of a physical territory, only a few dozen square metres, 
in the Czech Republic that forms our City-State. But as you can imagine we are somehow 
limited by this. Even more so that due to security reasons we prefer not to disclose our 
location completely. Also because of its size there are very little possibilities for a further 
grow,  especially in a potential case of recruiting new citizens. Yet we do not want to claim 
any land that is not under our control. Maybe in the future our actual holds will grow but 
for now this is how it is.  So what can we do to make the most out of it? 

Well, we have come with a concept of a hybrid territory, part physical part virtual, both 
intertwined. I know that many micronations look down on any kind of virtuality as not being 
a true way but hear us out.  We will keep using our part of the physical territory and develop 
it properly, it is our home after all. The virtual part is essentially based of the actual one. It 
is just larger and more presentable version. It is something we can share with others without 
any worries. It took a lot of work to get it to this state (about five months of work to be frank) 
and so we hope you will look at it with a favorable eye. The plan is that the virtual part will 
really change only when there are some significant changes to the actual part to keep the 
reality in. We can share occasional snippets of our real territory from time to time when 
there is something to show but this will be the best way to present our whole City for now.

The other positive this concept has is it could provide a room for any potential new citizens 
to have at least a little bit of place in New Elevatia even if they could not reside straight in 
our physical city. But the question of citizenship is a talk for the other time. 

And that is probably all for now. We sincerely hope you will like this visualisation of New 
Elevatia and I wish you all a great day.

Lord Daniel of Elevatia


